Inadvertent discontinuation of percutaneous nephrostomy catheters in adult native kidneys: incidence and percutaneous management.
To evaluate the incidence and consequences of complete inadvertent percutaneous nephrostomy catheter discontinuation in native kidneys of adults. In addition, this study evaluated the success rate of nephrostomy tract recannulation. Retrospective analysis was performed in adult patients who underwent percutaneous nephrostomy between January 2000 and December 2005. Patients' conditions were evaluated for complete inadvertent discontinuation of use of the nephrostomy catheters and success of subsequent recannulation procedures. Habitual discontinuation was defined by three catheter discontinuation episodes in one patient. Conditions of patients with inadvertent discontinuation were assessed for major complications before and after the recannulation, including the need for de novo nephrostomy to reestablish clinically needed access. The incidences of inadvertent discontinuation and primary assisted recannulation tract maintenance were calculated according to the Kaplan-Meier method. Successful versus unsuccessful recannulation procedures were compared for tract age, length of time the drain was out of the tract, and catheter diameter with use of the Mann-Whitney U test. A total of 283 patients underwent 325 percutaneous nephrostomies. The inadvertent catheter discontinuation rates at 6, 12, 24, and 36 months were 26%, 36%, 53%, and 62%, respectively. For the same time intervals, the primary recannulation assisted tract maintenance rates were 94%, 86%, 77%, and 72%, respectively. Habitual discontinuation was seen in 3.2% of the total population and 19.1% of discontinuation cases. The technical success rates of all and first-time recannulations were 85% and 74%, respectively. Tract maturity was the only variable that was statistically significant between successful and unsuccessful recannulations (P < .0001). A total of 3.5% of patients required new nephrostomies. Despite the high incidence of inadvertent discontinuation of nephrostomy catheters, the major complication rate was only 3.5%, indicating the efficacy of tract recannulation, especially in mature tracts.